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Abstract

This paper discusses a Decision Support System (DSS) for cases prediction, allo-

cation of resources, and lockdown management for managing COVID-19 at different

levels of a government authority. Algorithms incorporated in the DSS are based on

a data-driven modeling approach and independent of physical parameters of the

region, and hence the proposed DSS is applicable to any area. Based on predicted

active cases, the demand of lower-level units and total availability, allocation, and

lockdown decision is made. A MATLAB-based GUI is developed based on the

proposed DSS and could be implemented by the local authority.

Keywords: COVID-19; Decision Support System; GUI; Resource allocation; Lock-

down management; Prediction
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1 Introduction

Management of COVID-19 involves optimal lockdown planning, estimation and arrange-

ment of critical medical resources, and allocation of resources among the units in an

optimal manner. The human intervention for this set of activities is sometimes not op-

timal because of bias and other inaccuracies. Hence, building an autonomous decision

support system (DSS) to handle all the activities related to disaster management can

address the problems arising from the situation more effectively.

In the past, developing DSS has been given much importance by disaster researchers.

Some early works of literature mainly focus on designing the decision support system for

the influenza pandemic response. Jenvald et al. (2007) propose a simulation framework

to simulate the pandemic environment and relate it to the decision support system (DSS)

for influenza preparedness and response. (Fair et al., 2007) developed another simulation

setup to model the time-dependent evolution of influenza.(Arora et al., 2012) focus on

the complexities associated with the decision-making during the outbreak of influenza

pandemic. (Araz et al., 2013) design a DSS to take decisions on the closure and reopening

of schools to minimize influenza infection. (Araz, 2013) present a general multi-criteria

decision-making framework to make preparedness plans with DSS in order to integrate the

estimation of important epidemiological parameters. (Fogli and Guida, 2013) develops

a decision system for emergency response during a pandemic. (Shearer et al., 2020)

incorporates dynamic information about the pandemic from the situational awareness

framework and integrates it into the broader DSS for pandemic response. Authors in

(Phillips-Wren et al., 2020) mainly focus on decision-making during the stressful outbreak

of COVID-19. (Currion et al., 2007) talk about the significance of an open-source software

model for disaster management. A brief introduction to Sahana software is also given

in this paper. (Iyer and Mastorakis, 2006) discuss the important elements of disaster

management and the development of a software tool to facilitate disaster DSS. Several

other papers like (Li et al., 2013; Shukla and Asundi, 2012) also focus on the software

modeling for emergency and disaster management.

Researchers of different fields focused on developing DSS to mitigate the effect of the

COVID-19 pandemic outbreak in 2020. (Güler and Geçici, 2020) find the solution for

the problem of shift scheduling of the physicians by using mixed-integer programming

and then using it in a DSS. In (Sharma et al., 2020), a multi-agent intelligent system is
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developed for decision-making to assist the patients. (Hashemkhani Zolfani et al., 2020)

address hospital location selection problem for COVID-19 patients using gray-based DSS.

The paper (Govindan et al., 2020) develops a practical decision support system depending

on the health practitioners’ knowledge and fuzzy information system to break the chain

of COVID infection. (Marques et al., 2021) uses AI-based prediction model for decision

making in COVID-19 situation.

The DSS related to COVID-19 reported in the literature is mostly focused on specific

activities related to resource management by medical personnel in a hospital environment.

However, an integrated DSS covering estimation, allocation, and lockdown management

for government authority will help efficient disaster management. This paper describes

autonomous DSS that addresses prediction, allocation, and optimal lockdown manage-

ment for efficient management of COVID-19 in India. The algorithms incorporated in

DSS are scalable and flexible, and thus it applies to any level of a government authority.

The algorithms are based on a short-term prediction of COVID-19 cases using the time

series data of reported cases. A graphical GUI is developed for decision making and the

GUI inputs are demand/availability of critical items and total cases, recovered cases, and

deceased cases. The proposed DSS could help the authorities to take crucial allocation

and lockdown decisions in an optimal manner.

The rest of the paper is described as follows: Section 2 describes the current status

of the decision-making process in COVID-19 and the requirement of DSS. The overview

of the algorithms incorporated in DSS is presented in Section 3. The description of the

GUI of DSS is shown in Section 4.

2 COVID-19 management

The important tasks of a COVID management authority are the prediction of COVID-

19, computation of demand, allocation and distribution of critical items, and decision

making for the level of lockdown. In general, COVID-19 is managed through different

hierarchical levels of authorities, and each level has different responsibilities. COVID-

19 management structure in the context of India is shown in Fig. 1. In this case,

COVID management is performed through centre, state, district, and block hierarchy.

Different responsibilities at each level are also mentioned. At centre level critical resources
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like oxygen and ventilator are allocated to different states, and those items are further

distributed to district authorities to be distributed to the hospital. Clearly, the allocation

of critical resources is performed at different levels, and the allocation factor is not the

same at each level. The allocation should generally depend on the parameters related to

active cases, total cases, test positive ratio, and existing resources. At the initial stages

of the pandemic, the decision for the lockdown was taken only at the top level; however,

at later stages, the local authorities also took the drastic decision of lockdown. The

primary factors behind the resource allocation and lockdown decision are the prediction

of total cases and active cases. Currently, different physical models are adopted by

different authorities; however, there is no standardized model approved by the government

authority. Also, modeling the dynamics of the pandemic is complex, and its parameter

needs to be calibrated for each new area. Therefore, sometimes the factors behind the

allocation are not justifiable in a quantitative sense.

2.1 Decision Support System for COVID-19

COVID-19 management at the government level is a complex task to ensure proper esti-

mation of demand, optimal allocation of resources, and optimal lockdown management.

The critical decision needs to be taken considering economic, medical, and complex social

factors. Also, the decision-making criteria need to be formulated using quantitative tools

rather than qualitative factors for fair and optimal allocation. As decision-making has

to be performed at each level, it might not be possible for each allocation authority to

model these factors quantitatively. Currently, a COVID management authority has no

standard tool to ensure optimal allocation and lockdown. Clearly, it is not easy to always

make optimal decisions by a COVID-19 management authority without access to high-

level technical expertise. A DSS for taking the decision of allocation and lockdown could

help the government authorities in the optimal decision and avoid catastrophic failure.

In general, a decision support software should be able to integrate the information

from the multiple layers of spatial and statistical databases and aid in decision making. In

the case of COVID-19 management, DSS should be designed such that it could take the

decision of estimation, allocation, and lockdown management from the observed cases

of total cases recovered cases and deceased cases without the requirement of complex

algorithm parameters. Apart from allocation and lockdown analysis, the prediction of
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Figure 1: COVID management at different level

COVID-19 should be available to authorities for decision-making. The prediction module

should be integrated into suitable external information sources for the early prediction of

disaster.

3 Algorithms

In this section, the overview of algorithms for decision-making is discussed. Algorithms

need to be designed, keeping in mind that they should be scalable and flexible. The

scalability is required to ensure that DSS is applicable at lower levels consisting of the

population in millions to higher-level consist of the population in tens of millions. Flexi-

bility is required so that the algorithms are mostly independent of the region. The three
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important algorithms for prediction, allocation, and lockdown management is discussed.

3.1 COVID-19 prediction

The various COVID-19 prediction models are available in literature based on physical

modeling, data-driven modeling, and a hybrid approach that combines physical and data-

driven modeling. The physical and hybrid models will require transmission parameters

for each region; however, the data-driven model will need only the observed values of total

cases, recovered cases, and deceased cases. Physical modeling tries to model the actual

dynamics of the pandemic, but most of the pandemic-related government decisions are

taken based on the reported cases. Public perception of COVID management is mostly

based on the reported cases rather than the actual COVID cases. The data-driven model

will satisfy the flexible criteria and also be simple for lower-level authorities. We have

considered a data-driven adaptive short-term model reported by Jana and Ghose (2020)

for the development of DSS. In this case, case prediction is developed using time series

data of previous observations. The prediction function is adaptively updated based on

weighted least square functions to track the current dynamics of COVID-19. The total

cases, active cases, deceased cases, and active cases could be predicted using the previous

observations, and the prediction is found to be reasonable up to 2-3 weeks. As the

function is adaptive and the decision frequency of administration will not be generally

higher than two weeks, this algorithm could be integrated into DSS.

3.2 Allocation

Disaster management authorities allocate the lower units based on resources available

from the upper administrative level and the demand requirement for the lower adminis-

trative level. The resource allocation module should be able to allocate optimally among

the lower level using their demand and severity (Jana et al., 2021a). The allocation

mechanism in COVID-19 is complex as the unit demand of each critical item might vary

from region to region based on region-specific medical and social factors. For example,

the amount of oxygen to be provided to the patient could differ depending on the med-

ical protocol developed by the individual region. So, the demand for medical items of

low-level units is difficult to compare because of variation in protocol and unavailability

of data of existing resources. So, for this, algorithms need to be selected which can incor-
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porate those uncertain factors. In this case, we have considered an optimization model

which considers the demand of lower units and demand based on their active cases (Jana

et al. (2021b)). For allocation of each item, the inputs are the demand of each item

and the maximum value of the active cases over the next seven days. This prediction of

active cases is performed using the prediction algorithm described earlier. This algorithm

provides a closed-form solution, and it is scalable for any number of units.

3.3 Lockdown management

The decision for lockdown allows less medical load, but it has a detrimental effect on

the economy and various social factors. However, it is difficult to incorporate all these

factors accurately in the decision-making process as modeling of this factor is not possible

at each level. To develop a simple DSS, it should be independent of those factors. Since

ensuring the availability of the medical items is the main criteria for lockdown, we have

adopted a lockdown algorithm for DSS, proposed by Jana and Ghose (2021) to ensure

that there is no scarcity of medical items. In this algorithm, the demand of each item

over the next 14 days is checked, and lockdown is recommended if the availability of any

of the critical items is lower than the demand at any point. The demand for the next 14

days of each item is calculated as a function of predicted active cases.

4 Graphical user interface design

Graphical user interface to be designed so that it is easily implementable at lowest lower

level of authorities with limited access to technical resources. Tentative input and output

of the DSS is shown in Fig. 2. Clearly, user needs to enter the COVID statistic and the

demand of critical items for decision making process and no specific parameter related to

a particular area is needed.

Generally, statistics of COVID cases are available in a specific format, and GUI has to

be designed so that the output is obtained with limited manual intervention. The input

data could be linked with the database of COVID-19 to reflect the automatic change in

the status. Currently, We have developed the DSS in MATLAB specific to the Indian

context; however, it is easily adaptable for different countries. The snapshots of the

different tabs of GUI are shown in Figs. 3 -8. GUI has three tabs: prediction, allocation,
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Figure 2: Input-output block diagram of GUI

and lockdown. GUI is currently developed for the central government of India, and few

states are considered for demonstration of GUI. The prediction tab selects cases history

from the CSV file, and the prediction graph is generated. In the case of India, this file is

directly available from the “https://api.covid19india.org/". Based on the states and type

of graph tab, the predicted graph is generated. The snapshots related to the prediction

tab are shown in Fig. 3 - Fig. 5. The GUI is currently run using the data up to 10 May

2021, and the graph in Fig. 5 shows the prediction of active cases of Karnataka for the

next 14 days.

In the allocation tab (Fig. 6), the user can select the items to be allocated and the

corresponding units for allocation. In this case, we have demonstrated for four states. The

user only needs to enter the corresponding demand of each state and the total amount.

The back-end algorithm predicts the active cases and incorporates that in the allocation

algorithm. An allocation scenario is considered to demonstrate the effective integration

of the allocation algorithm with GUI. As shown in Fig. 6, the allocation of oxygen is

performed considering four states, and their individual demands are 2000, 1000, 1200, 300

MT. The total available oxygen for allocation is 3200 MT. The final allocation is shown

in Fig. 7. The allocation algorithm considered the prediction of active cases of states on

the back-end side. The final allocation is shown to be 1072, 789.8, 1185, 152.9 MT. In the

lockdown tab (Fig. 7) user only needs to enter the available values of the critical items.
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The back-end checks using predicted demand and recommend the lockdown requirement.

Figure 3: Prediction Tab (a)

Figure 4: Prediction Tab (b)
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Figure 5: Prediction Tab (c)

Figure 6: Allocation Tab (a)
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Figure 7: Allocation Tab (b)

Figure 8: Lockdown Tab
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5 Conclusions

In this paper, a decision support system to aid in the decision-making of authorities for

the management of COVID-19 is presented. The proposed DSS consists of the prediction

of COVID-19, optimal allocation, and lockdown management. The backend algorithms

for the DSS are developed based on a data-driven approach so that the proposed DSS

is applicable for any region. A MATLAB GUI is developed incorporating the proposed

DSS. Authorities could use the developed DSS for managing the allocation and lockdown-

related tasks related to COVID-19.
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